Please note, there was an error listed in the original bid listing the due date on Thursday. This bid is due Wednesday, February 19, 2020.

We received the following questions regarding the bid listed above:

Question #1: Has Will County or The Farnsworth Group made initial contacts with these utility companies?

Answer #1: No

Question #2: Are they aware of the job?

Answer #2: No

Question #3: We cannot be responsible for any costs from said utility companies.

Answer #3: Correct, Will County will be responsible for costs associated with utility companies.

Question #4: We would need Will County to pay those costs, if any.

Answer #4: Correct, Will County will pay for costs associated with utility companies.

Question #5: I would have the same concern relative to any permit fees from Will County or from City of Joliet.

Answer #5: If there are permit fees, County of Will would be burdened with cost.
Question #6: The scope talks about some new branch circuitry work. However, I do not see any shown on the plans. If something is to be included, I need you to be more specific.

Answer #6: The branch circuiting paragraph in the narrative was left in there because of item #5 under the “Additional Design Requirements” paragraph that calls for a new GFCI exterior receptacle and exterior lighting to be installed at Panel SEDP outside. It is also possible that other branch circuiting conduits might need to be relocated when the new service entrance conduits are installed across the building in the basement ceiling. Not all of the above ceiling space was scoped out for conflicts with the new feeder conduits.